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Abstract

In many signal processing applications discrete-time adaptive filters are used in the form of
a transversal (FIR) structure in combination with an updatealgorithm. These Time Domain
Adaptive Filter (TDAF) structures has the advantage of their relative low complexity but
a major disadvantage is formed by the fact that their convergence behavior depends on the
correlation of the input signal. A solution is to decorrelate the input signal which becomes
rather complex in the time domain.
Using of a Frequency Domain Adaptive Filter (FDAF) structure offers the possibility to
decorrelate the input signal by normalizing the input power density spectrum. This decorre
lation in the frequency domain gives the possibility to use FFT's, resulting in a relative low
complexity. When properly normalized this leads to a convergence behavior independant of
the input signal correlation.
A disadvantage of the FDAF is formed by the fact that the DFT length M equals the fil
terlength N. Due to this we are not able to minimize the DFT complexity by choosing M
in relation with the input power density spectrum. Partitioning of the N -point convolution,
carried out by the filter, offers the possibility of decoupling M and N and thus optimizing
both the filtercomplexity and convergence behavior, and leads to a filterstructure known as
Partitioned FDAF or PFDAF.
In literature some methods of partitioning are known. In this thesis we investigate two of
them: comb and block partitioning. The way they influence the convergence behavior of the
PFDAF is analyzed by modelling some correlation effects in the discrete-time and frequency
domain for both the comb PFDAF and block PFDAF. Using the results of the analysis in
the frequency domain leads to an alternative description of the PFDAF schemes in terms
of FFT filterbanks and shows us how each partitioning method influences the decorrelation
(normalisation) proces of the PFDAF.
As a result of this we are able to compare the PFDAF schemes in terms of their convergence
behavior. Besides this, for the block PFDAF an estimate of the optimal DFT length M
is given. The thesis ends with some results of simulation sessions showing the convergence
behavior of both PFDAF structures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to ~daptive filters

As an introduction to the subject of this thesis, the PFDAF, this chapter starts
with a very short introduction to adaptive filters, formed by an echocanceller ap
plication. This application example introduces some basic su.bjects needed for the
u.nderstanding of the PFDAF, followed by a short treatment of the main properties
of the time domain adaptive filter (TDAF). This introduction chapter ends with
the description of the frequency domain adaptive filter (FDAF) which forms the
base of the PFDAF. Some further information about the topics of this introduction
can be found in [1] and [9].

1.1 The echo canceller - an adaptive filter application

As introduction to adaptive filters we use an example of an adaptive filter application. The
echo canceller is a signal estimation application which is used troughout the whole thesis as
application for all used adaptive filterstructures.
The echo canceller can be used to reduce echosignals in the communication link of figure 1.1.

x[m]
T

elm]

rIm] e[m]+s[m]
R u-........L..-------{+l4-------'

"-"---1 -<

R

T

Fig.1.1 Communication link with an adaptive echo canceller
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The communication link is for reason of line efficiency build up around two hybrid circuits. A
disadvantage of such a hybrid circuit is formed by the unwanted leakage signal elm] from own
transmitter to own receiver. To remove this leakage elm], we can try to make a estimation
elm] of elm] by placing a filtercircuit parallel to the hybrid. When we make the filterresponse
w equal to the (hybrid)echopathresponse f!, we are able to remove the leakage by subtracting
elm] from elm].
A problem arise when the echopathresponse f! is not known or, changes in time. In these
cases we can't use a static filtercircuit. We need a filtercircuit which can adapt itself to the
changing or unknown echopath.
Such an adaptive circuit or filter is formed by a filtercircuit with time varying coefficients
wdm] which are updated by an algorithm. The adaptionprocess will continue untill the
optimal response w[m] has been found.
There are several filterstructures and updatealgorithms possible for this application. This
thesis concentrates on the PFDAF filterstructure updated by a Least Mean Square (LMS)
algorithm.

1.1.1 The LMS algorithm

For the introduction to the LMS algorithm ([6]), we use the signal estimation structure of
figure 1.2.

~{m]
I{m] ~{m]t-----+f+)+----

r{m]

~{m]
LMS

ALGORITHM

Fig.1.2 Signal estimation with an adaptive filter.
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In the situation of figure 1.2, we state the relation between x[m] and elm] is unknown.
With the help of the LMS algorithm we try to adapt the filtercoefficients wj[m] in such a way,
that the correlation between x[m] and the residusignal r[m] =e[m] - e[m] is removed. In this
case we have cancelled the echo elm]. The quadratic output error E((e[m] - elm]?) has now
become minimal. This principle is known as the principle of orthogonality ([1], [9]) and forms
the base of the LMS algorithm and other algorithms. Short stated:

E(~[m]r[m])=0 E((e[m]- e[m])2) = minimal

The LMS algorithm is based on the, so called, steepest descent algorithm which uses the
gradient

V'[m] = 6E((e[m] - e[m])2)
- 6E(w[m])

to reduce the correlation E(~[m]r[m]). The algorithm can be written as :

w[m + 1] = w[m] - aV'[m]

where a is called the adaption constant.
In the case of figure 1.2, we can calculate :

V'[m] = -2E(~[m]r[m])

The LMS algorithm uses an estimate of the gradient formed by the momentary value

V[m] = -2~[m]r[m]

The LMS algorithm now can be written as:

w[m + 1] =w[m] +2a~[m]r[m]

Due to the gradient estimate we introduce an error but we get in return an algorithm which
is less complex then the steepest descent algorithm.

For the LMS algorithm, several modifications are known. Each of them to remove a disad
vantage of the LMS in some application. One of them, the normalized LMS or NLMS, is used
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in this thesis.
The NLMS algorithm ([1], [9)) makes the convergence properties of the LMS independent of
the variance 0'; of the input signal x[m] by normalizing ~[m] with its own variance.

1.1.2 Some properties of adaptive echo cancellers

When using an adaptive echo canceller based on different filterstructures, we need some qual
ity measures to be able to compare them to each other. Some of these measures can be :

• How close can the optimal filter reach its optimal state?

• How fast can the filter reach its optimal state?

• What is the convergence area of the filter?

These quantities can be descripted by using a measure of convergence defined by :

6[m] = E((e[m] - e[m))2)
E(s2[m)) (1.1)

This measure has the form of a 'signal to noise' ratio. The smaller the filter 6[m] can get, the
smaller the quadratic output error, the better it is able to remove the echo e[m] with respect
to the wanted signal s[m]. A practical variant of 6[m] is formed by :

, p(e-e)[m]
6 [m] =10log10 P,,[m] [dB]

Where Pi[m] is the estimate of E(i2[m)).
Plotting a curve of one of these, gives a convergence curve of the adaptive echo canceller, with
a typical behavior as given in figure 1.3.
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Fig.1.3 Typical convergence curve of an adaptive echo canceller

In this plot we can define a convergence speed and a minimal value of 6[m], called the final
misadjustmen t .

• 1'20 = number of samples m needed for a 20 dB reduction of 6[m]

• 6[m] = final misadjustment = minimal value of 6[m]

Both are showed in the plot of figure 1.3.
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1.2 Time domain adaptive filters (TDAF)

The most common realisation of an adaptive filter is a transversal FIR structure of length
N. To make a distinction with other filterstructures it is called a time domain adaptive filter
or TDAF. Using an updatealgorithm to update the filtercoefficients Wi allows us to use this
structure in an echocanceller as given in figure 1.4.

... Im1,,-/

+
rIm}

....Im}

zlm} --T--oI

fig.1.4 Echo canceller based on a transversal time domain adaptive filter (TDAF).

Choosing the filterlength N long enough to create an impulseresponse w[m] of the same length
as the desired echopath h. the adaptionprocess stops when the quadratic output error is min
imized and the optimal wiener solution is reached.
when we use the NLMS update algorithm, the coefficients will be updated according to :

(1.2)

Using this update and using a random white noise n[m] with properties

E(n2[m]) = u~ E(n[m]) =0

as inputsignal x[m], we can derive the convergence properties of this TDAF echo canceller
([1]) :
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"6
oN

:::::: No= 1 - 01]

-2 1.15
120 = ::::::--

log(1 - 40 +4021]) 0

where

12

(1.3)

(1.4)

1] = (N - 1 +K x )

For a garanteed convergence we have to meet ([1]) :

1
0<0<

1]
(1.5)

"6 =

Due to the use of the NLMS algorithm, these properties are independent of Ux '

When we apply a stationary, correlated input signal, defined by its discrete autocorrelation
function px[r] and autocorrelationmatrix Rxx ,

these independent convergence behavior dissappears. When the inputsignal contains some
correlation, what means the matrix Rxx becomes non-diagonal and px[r] :I: 0 for r :I: 0, the
convergence properties of the TDAF become dependant of the N eigenvalues Ai of Rxx . [9]
derives the properties as :

B
I-B

1o < 0<-
Amax
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For the speed of convergence 1'20 still no closed expression is known. We see if the in
putsignal x[m] is correlated, the convergence properties of the TDAF become dependent of
the eigenvalues of Rxx , which is a very unwanted situation for an adaptive filter.
To do something about this dependency, we can try to decorrelate the input signal. Several
of this decorrelation techniques are known and, in general, they add extra complexity to the
adaptive filter. A very attractive decorrelation technique is decorrelation ofthe input signal in
the frequency domain ([2], [3]), which, compared to the time domain decorrelation methods,
can be realized with less extra complexity.
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1.3 Frequency domain adaptive filters (FDAF)
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For the decorrelation in the frequency domain we use the relationship between the discrete
autocorrelationfunction px[r) and the periodic power density specrum (pds) Px(ej(J) of the dis
crete input signal x[m). This relationship (appendix A), is known as the Wiener-Khintchine
relation:

00

Px(ej(J) = E px[r)e-j(J'I"
'1"=-00

which says that px[r) and Px(ej(J) form a Fourier pair.
When x[m) contains no correlation, the pds is a flat. The more correlation the input contains,
the less smooth the pds becomes. In this way we can see, decorrelation x[m) in the frequency
domain can be done by normalizing (making flat) of the input pds. This normalisation of
the pds can be done by splitting the pds into several subbands or bins, and dividing every
pds subband by its own power. When choosing the number of bins large enough to ensure
every subband is flat, we can normalize the whole pds. Figure 1.5 shows the decorrelation
(normalisation) proces.

P. l~~)- ....... ~ ,...--
:.....\ /

/'z(,)O) I

~ /
1\ I

f\.. ..... _/

o &". -B

Fig. 1.5 Decorrelation of x[m) by normalizing its pds

2 .. -~

Splitting up the pds into N bins is done by adding aN-point DFTl to the TDAF, leading
to the Frequency Domain Adaptive Filter (FDAF) echo canceller of figure 1.6.

lWhen N is apower of 2, we can realize the DFT efficient with a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
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rlmJ

w Im1If_,

+

Fig. 1.6 Echo canceller based on a Frequency Domain Adaptive Filter (FDAF).

The normalisation proces is done by the update algorithm which in the case of a NLMS turns
into a transformed form ([1]). Starting with the TDAF echo canceller output we can write:

N-l

elm] = L wdm]x[m - i] = wT[m]~[m] =
i=O

= wT[m](F- 1F)~[m] = (F-lw[m]?(F~[m])

N-l

= WT[m]X[m] = L WI[m]X/[m]
1=0

(

Xo[m] )
X[m] = F~[m] = :

XN-l[m]

With F is the N xN Fouriermatrix defined by :
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These derivations show that adding the DFT to the TDAF leaves the convolution intact.
The output elm] can be formed out of the convolution between X[m] and W[m]. The FDAF
adaption algorithm now exists of the transformed NLMS algorithm with a powernormalisa
tion for each bin I :

2a
W/[m + 1] = W/[m] +. Xnm]r[m]

Px,[m]

where .Px,[m] is the estimate of the binpower Px,[m] of bin I :

A possible estimator, which we use in this thesis, can be :

.Px,[m] = /3.Px,[m - 1] + (1 - /3)\X/[mW

0</3<1

(1.6)

Creating the FDAF in this way gives the possibility to decorrelate the input signal in the
frequency domain by normalising the input pds. The only disadvantage of this FDAF is
formed by the fact that the DFT length equals the filterlength N. Sometimes we can reduce
complexity when we are able to decorrelate the DFT length from the filterlength. This wish
to decouple leads to another FDAF structure known as Partitioned FDAF or PFDAF.



Chapter 2

Partitioned Frequency Domain
Adaptive Filters

As we have seen, the FDAF DFT length equals the filterlength N. Sometimes
the input spectral properties make it possible to shorten the DFT length and thus
reduce the complexity. This is only possible when we have a filterstructure where
the DFT length M is decoupled from the filterlength N. PFDAF structures offer
this possibility. This chapter shows the derivation of two PFDAF structures, the
comb- and block PFDAF.

Taking a closer look at the FDAF structure, we see the length M of the DFT equals the
amount N of filtercoefficients WI needed for creating the desired response. This situation is
not always the most efficient way in terms of complexity. Sometimes the input pds Px ( eiG )
is smooth enough to be normalized with a shorter DFT length M = ~. The smoother the
input pds, the less spectral resolution, or bins, we need. Together with the N filtercoefficients,
wich are still needed to create the desired echopath response, this leads to a FDAF in which
M and N are decoupled. The extra parameter K (partitionfactor) is added to be free to
choose M in relation with the input pds and N in combination with the desired echopath
response. The decoupling can be realized by partitioning of the N-point convolution between
the inputsignal x[m) and the filtercoefficients wi[m], leading to a so called Partitioned FDAF
or PFDAF.
Here we consider two methods of partitioning: block- and comb-partitioning, both descripted
in [4).

2.1 The comb-partitioned FDAF (comb PFDAF)

To derive the PFDAF structure from the FDAF, we start to take a look at the convolution
proces which takes place in an adaptive filter.
In both the TDAF and FDAF, the adaption proces is based on a convolution of length N
between the inputvector ~[mJ and an updatevector w[m) of filtercoefficients, where for the
FDAF the fouriertransformation takes place whitin the convolution, shown in figure 2.1.

17
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~[mJ

~[mJ
CONV(N)

l[mJ

Fig.2.1 The adaptive filter as an N-point convolution block

This convolution can be written as :

N

elm] =L x[m - i]wdm] =wT[mk[m]
i=l

Because the convolution is linear it doesn't change anything if we split the inputvector ~[m]
in an even and an odd part (two comb parts), so we can write:

elm] = L xe[m - i]Wie[m] + L xo[m - i]wio[m] =wnmke[m] +wr[mko[m]
i=even i=odd

The structure with both the convolution blocks of length ~ and the partition is given in
figure 2.2. The partition takes place in the comb-block.
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~m] ~m]

~Im] CONV CONV "!.Im]

(N!2) (N!2)

i.lm] e.lm]

fig.2.2 Convolution part of an adaptive filter with 2 comb-partition (K = 2).

The next step is to take a look at the realisation of the convolutionblocks in the case of a
FDAF given in fig.2.3. Each FDAF convolution block is based upon a r; -point DFT, multi
plication with transformed coefficients and a summing block.

~Im]-

~m]

'-1m]

ym]

t.lm]

If.lm]-

fig.2.3 FDAF with 2-comb-partitioned input.
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Taking a look at the even and odd spectra at the output of both DFT blocks, we can
see that the odd spectrum is the same as the even spectrum delayed over one sampleperiod
T. This due to the fact that l:o[m] = l:e[m - 1]. The advantage of tills property is that we
now can remove the odd DFT, and form the odd spectrum bins Xodm] out of delayed even
spectrum bins Xedm - 1]. Figure 2.4 illustrates this.

~{m]

+ +

iJm]

fig.2.4 FDAF with 2-comb-partitioned input and reduced DFT length.

The final result of all this is a reduced DFT length M =If with only two extra delay elements
and a partition block. The complexity is reduced while the convolution stayed the same.
When we repeat these steps and split the inputvector in J(, instead of two comb-parts, we
get a structure as given in fig. 2.5, known as comb P(artitioned)FDAF.
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K

+

X,{m]

DFf(M)

T - --[TI---
x{m·N+]]

K+

+
tIm]
"-L

fig.2.5 comb PFDAF structure.
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2.2 The block-partitioned FDAF (block PFDAF)

Block partitioning is just another method of partitioning, applied for the same reason as we
did with the comb partitioning method.
The major difference with the comb partitioning method is given by the fact that we now
split the N -point convolution in J( blocks of length M instead of I( comb-parts. For this
splitted convolution in the case I( = 2, we can write:

N-l

elm] = L x[m - i]wi[m]
i=O

~-l N-l

L x[m - i]wi[m] + L x[m - i]wdm]
i=O i=~

= wf[mkdm]+ Wnm]~2[m]

which results in the structure of figure 2.6.

~/m)

'!11m) CONV
(N!2)

~/m)

CONV l!im)

(N!2)

~/m)

Fig.2.6 The convolutionlength N splitted in two blocks oflength M = ~
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Translating the structure of figure 2.6 into a FDAF structure results in figure 2.7.

!JIm]

Jl;' 1m]- ~Im]-
~Im]

Fig.2.7 FDAF with block partitioned input for K = 2

The calculation of the spectra X1[m] and X 2 [m] can be simplified because:

which means we can replace the second block DFT of length r; by M = J¥ delays of MT
seconds.
Generalizing this for an arbitrary partition factor K leads to the block PFDAF structure
given in figure 2.8.
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Fig.2.8 The block PFDAF structure
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2.3 General properties of PFDAF schemes

For both the PFDAF schemes offig.2.5 and fig.2.8, the DFT length M equals M = ~ while in
every bin K delayed bincomponents X/[m - T] are added to create the delayed spectra. With
this structures we are able to choose the length of the DFT independent of the filterlength
N, while the N -point convolution stays the same. The partitionfactor K can now be chosen
in relation with the input psd, while the filterlength N can be chosen in combination with
the echopath.

When we take a look at the two extreme values of K, two properties of the PFDAF schemes
become clear :

• K = 1 ~ M =N which represents a FDAF.

• K = N ~ M = 1 which represents a TDAF.

As we see, by choosing K we can change the character of the PFDAF between a FDAF and
a TDAF. Another important property of the PFDAF structure is to see when we take a look
at the particular bins. In every bin we see a transversal (TDAF) filterstructure with K coef
ficients which take care of the convolution between Xilm] and coefficientvector W/[m]. The
coefficients of these transversal bin structures are, as concidered here, updated with a NLMS
algorithm which we have also seen at the FDAF. When taking the three possible situations
for K, the NLMS updatealgori thm for the PFDAF looks like:

• K = N TDAF: w[m + 1] = w[m] + ;~~[m]T[m]
z

• 1 < K < N PFDAF: .l£.I[m + 1] =W/[m] + P~[mlXi[m]T[m]

• K =1 FDAF: W/[m + 1] =Wdm] + p~[m]Xtfm]T[m]

For both the PFDAF and FDAF algorithms, the normalisation takes place with the estimator
(1.6).
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The block- and comb PFDAF structures as proposed here are the subjects of interest in
this thesis, especially their convergence behavior for 1 < K < N. Some questions/remarks
which arise when we think about this can be :

• The convolution, which take place in every bin, can also be realized with another struc
ture then the given transversal TDAF structure.

• The coefficient update can be done with other algorithms then the proposed NLMS
algorithm.

• By introducing delayed versions of X/[m] in the case of a transversal bin structure, we
introduce some correlation terms between these bin components. What is the effect of
these correlation terms on the convergence behavior?

• How about the length M of the DFT. How far can we reduce M whitout a structural
loss of convergence?



Chapter 3

Analysis of the dynamic PFDAF
behavior

To find out which are the main processes who determine the convergence of a
PFDAF, an analysis of the dynamic behavior of the PFDAF is presented. The
dynamic analysis of the complete PFDAF is very complex, so to simplify the analy
sis, the behavior of just one single bin is determined. For a single bin, the structure
is to see as a length K TDAF with a complex inputsignal XI[m].

As we have seen in the previous chapter, we are concerning the convergence behavior of the
PFDAF structures both with a NLMS update algorithm.
A way of describing the convergence behavior is to analyse the quadratic output error
E((e - e)2) of the echo-canceller. Such a dynamic analysis of the PFDAF structure is very
complex. From literature ([8] and [9]), the dynamic analysis of the TDAF for a random white
input is known. For correlated input signals the analysis is not yet fully understood ([9]).
When dealing with (P)FDAF structures the analysis has some extra problems due to the
complex signals which occur by using the DFT. For this reason analysis of the PFDAF will
not take place by investigating the behavior of the quadratic output error. This last quantity
will only be used as a measure of the convergence behavior and is used in the simulation
sessions (see chapter 1 and 8) to compare some filterstructures to each other.
Due to this we start the analysis with the (more simple) description of the behavior of the
average differencechannel for just one bin, concerning there is no correlation between the single
bins. This approach gives us similar results as for a TDAF and shows that correlation between
PFDAF bin signals plays a similar role for the convergence as between TDAF components
defined by Rzz .

3.1 Analysis of the dynamic behavior of one PFDAF bin

Looking at figures 2.5 and 2.8 we see for both PFDAF schemes every bin update has the form
of a TDAF structure with length K and two differences with respect to a 'normal' TDAF :

• The input signal Xt[m] is complex.

27
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• The update of bin I is based upon r[m] = elm] - elm] and not only on r/[m]. Other bins
¥ I will have influence on the convergence of bin 1.

Figure 3.1 shows the update structure of bin I when using comb partition. When using block
partition, all delays T has to be replaced by MT.

+

Fig.3.1 The structure of bin I seen as a TDAF when using comb partition

The description of the PFDAF bin as a TDAF makes the problem less complex and for the
analysis we can make use of the dynamic analysis of a TDAF, given in [9]. To show the main
mechanism responsible for the convergence, analysis of just one bin will fulfill. For a complete
analysis we need all bins and there conjunction.
For the TDAF given in figure 3.1 , the NLMS update algorithm looks like:

Wdm + 1] = .!£.I[m] + :0' Xj[m]r[m]
PXI

with:

(3.1)

and:

where X/[m] is different for comb and block PFDAF :
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for comb partitioning: Xdm] =
[

XJ[m] 1XJ[m -1]

XI[m-:K+l]

(3.2)

for block partition: XI[m] =
[

XJ[m] 1XJ[m-M]

XJ[m - (~ - I)M]

(3.3)

Keeping this difference in mind, the analysis is suitable for both PFDAF structures.
We start with a derivation of an expression for the average difference channel Ddm]. First
we rewrite the expression for the PFDAF residusignal r[m] used in (3.1) :

r[m] = elm] - elm] +s[m] =>
M-I

r[m] = ~T[m]h - L Xnm]~[m]
1=0

where s[m] is supposed to be zero.
When we suppose the impulseresponse h can be written as a KxM matrix, then we can write:

M-I M-I M-I

r[m] = L Xnml1li - L XT[m]Wdm] == L: Xnml12dm] (3.4)
i=O i=O i=O

In this equation, Ddm] represents the transformed differencechannel of bin [ which is defined
as:

Ddm] = HI - Wdm]

where:

H == (F-1h)T-I -I

and hI is the [th column of the KxM matrix h.
Using this to rewrite (3.1) gives us :

(3.5)

(3.6)
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We see the differencechannel of bin 1 is being influenced by all other M - 1 bins i. When we
write:

2 2 M-I
Ddm + 1] = Ddm](I - ~Xj[m]xT[m]) - ~Xi[m] L XT[milli[m] (3.7)

Px, Px, ;=0
i¢l

it is clear that the first term gives the influence of bin 1on itself while the second term shows
the influence of the other M - 1 bins on bjn 1. I represents the unity-matrix.
Taking the mathematical expectation of (3.7) gives us a relation for the behavior of the av
erage differencechannel for bin 1.

2 2 M-I
E(Ddm+ 1]) ~ E(Ddm])(I - ~E(Xi[m]xT[m])) -~E(Xj[m] L XT[m]Di[m]) (3.8)

Px, PXI ;=0
i¢l

When we take a good look at this equation, we see in the first term an autocorrelationmatrix
E(Xj[m]XT[m]) for bin 1, while the second term represents a summation of crosscorrelation
matrices between elements of bin 1and elements of all other bins.
This second term represents the already mentioned influence of the bins :F I on the update
of bin 1. Under the circumstance we are dealing with a DFT of 'sufficient' length M, this
interbincorrelation may assumed to be zero ([11]). In this case we can write:

E(Xnm]Xl+i) =0 for: i:F 0

wich results in :

20 T
E(Ddm +1]) ~ (I - p E(Xi[m]X1 [m]))E(12J[m])

x,
(3.9)

When we represent the binautocorrelationmatrix with Rx, we can write the solutions of (3.9)
as :

(3.10)

Analog to ([9] chapter 5) we can diagonalize Rx, by a diagonal transformation. The result
of this is we can rewrite (3.10) in terms of the eigenvalues of Rx,. These K eigenvalues Ai

cause a different convergence behavior for every element of E(..l1[m]). The larger the ratio
AmariAmin the greater the difference in convergence speed between the bincoefficients. Only
then when Rx, already is a diagonal matrix, all eigenvalues has the same value and every
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bincoefficient will converge in the same way.
For K = 1 (FDAF) we see Rx, becomes a scalar which equals the binpower :

what causes (3.10) to become:

20
E(12J[m]) = (I - -.-px,)mE(12J[O])

PXI

31

which shows the decorrelating effect of normalisation in the frequency domain.
When Px , = Px, for all bins, the convergence will be the same for all, independent of the
properties of the input signal. For !( = N we can verify (3.10) turns into:

which is the equation for the average differencechannel for a TDAF.

When trying to derive an expression for the quadratic differencechannel, the crosscorrelation
terms of (3.8) return in such a form they cannot be neglected which results in a very compli
cated analysis as mentioned.
The result of the analysis so far is that we expect the binautocorrelationmatrix RXr to be
very important for the convergence behavior of the PFDAF. Some questions of interest now
can be :

• How does Rx, looks like?

• What is the relation between Rzz and Rx, ?

• What is the influence of the partition method on Rx, ?

• How does the eigenvalues of Rx, behave?



Chapter 4

A correlation model for the
PFDAF schemes

In chapter 3 we proposed the bin autocorrelationmatrix RXI to be important for the
convergence properties of both the PFDAF. This chapter gives a model in which
the influence of the partition method on the bin correlation is described. For both
PFDAF the results are given in the discrete-time and frequency domain. Besides
this, the effect on the eigenvalues of Rx, is shown and an estimate for an optimal
J( in the case of block partition is given.

In chapter 3 the influence of the eigenvalues of the autocorrelationmatrix Rx, on the average
convergence of the PFDAF is shown. This matrix, given in (3.7), is based on the correlation
in time between the delayed versions of the Fouriertransform X/[m] which are used to reduce
the DFT-length with a factor J( using, per bin, J( - 1 delayed versions of X/[m]. Looking at
a particular bin 1of, for example, the comb PFDAF, we can see that using the J( - 1 delay
elements bring in correlation between the delayed versions of X/[m].

Xdm - J(]

Between these bin components the correlation in time can be defined as :

E{X/[m]Xnm - T)) for T = -00... 00 (4.1)

As mentioned before, this correlation can effect the convergence behavior of the PFDAF
structure for 1 ~ J( ~ N. In order to know something more about the effect of this correlation
on the convergence and maybe even try to reduce it, we shall take a closer look on it. Starting
with the derivation of a general expression for (4.1).

32
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4.1 A general model for correlation in time

4.1.1 The comb PFDAF

33

Starting with a look at the comb PFDAF, shown in figure 2.5, we see that a rectangular
window of length N is used to create the inputsequence ~[m] out of the inputsignal x[m].
After this, we use a K-comb-partitioning to form the DFT-input sequence ~c[m] of length
M = N / K, where we assume M to be an integer. So we can descri be :

~[m] =
[

x[m] )x[m - 1]

x[m -:N +1]

~c[m] =
(

x[m] 1x[m - K]

x[m - (~ - l)K]

A bincoefficient X,[m] and its delayed version X,[m - T] can now be described as :

M-l

X,[m] = L x[m - Ki]e-iil i' (4.2)
i=O
M-l

X,[m - T] = L x[m - K q - T]e- i i7 q, (4.3)
q=O

Using these expressions to derive the correlation in time between these bincomponents, de
fined by the binautocorrelationfunction PX,[T], gives:

M-IM-l

PX,[T] =E(X,[m]Xnm - T]) = L L E(x[m - Ki]x[m - Kq - T])e-iil{i-q), (4.4)
i=O q=O

in which E(.) describes the discrete autocorrelationfunction pz[T] of x[m] when we deal with
a stationary signal x[m], so :

M-l M-l

PX,[T] = L L pz[T - K(i - q)]e-i i7<i-q)'
i=O q=O

(4.5)
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Looking closely to this summation, we see for every constraint of i and q a number of
shifted versions of P;r[r). More in detail we get the following:

i = q gives M times P;r[r)

i=q±1 gives M - 1 times P;r[r =f K)

i=q±a gives M - a times P;r[r =f aK]

In fact we look for every value of i and q at the correlation between two identical rows of
length M, which are shifted over r with respect to each other.
Using r = i - q, we can write (4.4) in a more compact form:

M-l

pxl[r) = L (M -lrl)P;r[r - rK]e-ijlrl
r=-(M-l)

(4.6)

Looking closely at (4.6) we see that the summation is build up around shifted versions of
the original autocorrelationfunction P;r[r) of x[m). The shift takes place over r = rJ( which
represents the effect of the comb-partition.
At final, every shifted value is multiplied with a factor M - Irl, representing the windowing
effect which arises when we correlate two blocks of finite length with each other. The complex
exponential term ei~rl is introduced by the DFT. In figure 4.1, the proces of forming px/[r)
out of P;r[r] is shown.
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4.1.2 The block PFDAF

36

For the block PFDAF, given in fig.2.8, the derivation goes in a similar way. As a matter of
fact the block PFDAF structure is the 'reverse' of the comb PFDAF structure. The input
comb-partition is placed after the DFT while the input exists of the first M samples of x[m).
For the block PFDAF a bincoefficient Xt[m) and its delayed version Xt[m - i) can be de
scribed as :

M-l

Xt[m) = 2: x[m - i)e-j~;t
;=0
M-l
'"" '2 .. tXt[m - i) = L..J x[m - q - i)e-J Mq

q=O

(4.7)

(4.8)

which leads in the same way as we did with (4.4) and (4.5) to the expression for the time
correlation of bin I :

M-l

E(Xt[m)Xilm - i)) = PX,[i) = L (M -Irl)px[i - r)e- j15 rt (4.9)
r=-(M-l)

which is the same for comb PFDAF for J( = 1, and of course for a length N FDAF.
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4.2 Interpretation of the correlation in the time-domain

4.2.1 The comb PFDAF

Looking at figure 4.1, the proces offorming px,[r] out of px[r] behaves as a convolutionproces
between px[r] and a kind of triangle window function. To describe this convolution, we use
the complex triangle windowing function wlK[r] which has the form:

-k(N - Irl)e-j~l7"

o
for r = nJ( n = -(M - I) ...M - 1
for all other r (4.10)

An example of the development of this windowing function is shown in figure 4.2.
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figA.2 Windowing function IW1K[r]1

Increasing the partitioning factor I( results in taking samples out of the window at equal
distances J( and filling the other places with zeros.
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Looking at wfK[r] we can recognize several 'physical' operations which take place in the
PFDAF structure:

• taking only M samples of x[m] -+ -% = M

• the triangle windowing effect when correlating two blocks of finite length -+ }(N -Irl)

• the K-comb partition -+ r =nK

• the DFT between x and XI -+ ei 1S- rl

With this triangle window function we can finally describe the correlation in time for a certain
bin I as :

px,[r] = px[r] *wfKlr]

which indeed leads us back to (4.6) :

00

Px, [r] = px[r] *wfKlr] = L px[r - i]wfK[i] :::}
i=-oo

M-l 1 .2.. ,

= L K (N - InKl)e-JjVln/\ px[r - nK] :::}
n=-(M-l)

M-l

L (M -lnl)e-i -\1ln px [r - nK]
n=-(M-l)

(4.11)

Equation (4.11) gives a general description of the bin correlation in the time domain. When
using a PFDAF structure, the number of delayed bincomponents is limited to K, from XJ[m]
to XJ[m - K + 1]. So, for the PFDAF we only use first K terms of (4.11), which can be
described as :

px,[r] = px,[r]wDK[r]

where wDK[r] is a rectangular window to cut out the first ]( values.

(4.12)

for Irl < K
for all other r

(4.13)
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4.2.2 The block PFDAF

For the block PFDAF we start the derivation with a slightly different windowing function
wtM[T] to describe the correlation proces :

for T = -(M - 1)...M - 1
for all other T (4.14)

which is shown in figure 4.3.
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fig.4.3 Windowing function IwtM[T] I

A major difference between this function and the one given by (4.10) is that increasing]{ re
sults in a variation in the length M and there are no zeros added. In this windowing function
the effect of the comb partition is no longer aware. Only the influence of the M-point DFT
and the triangle windowing effect remained.
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Like we did with (4.11) we can describe the transform ofthe input autocorrelationfunction
Pr[T] to the bin autocorrelationfunction PX,[T] as a convolution:

(4.15)

Like we mentioned in the begin, the comb partitioning for the block PFDAF takes place after
the DFT for each bin at a comb distance M, resulting in the (I( - 1) delays of MT seconds.
Due to this the correlationfunction for each binvector X1[m] looks like:

where WcM[T] is a windowfunction to cut out the values PX,[T - nM]like :

(4.16)

for ITI = nM
for all other T

n = -(I( - 1), .., -1,0, 1, 00' (I( - 1)
(4.17)

Due to taking these 'big steps' out of PX,[T], ,oX,[T] will decrease much faster for the block
PFDAF than the same function for the comb PFDAF.
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4.3 Interpretation of the correlation in the frequency-domain

4.3.1 The comb PFDAF

Now we have a description of the correlation effects in the discrete time( r )-domain, we can
try to describe the correlation in the frequency-domain. Description in the frequency-domain
gives us more insight in the transformation of the input power density spectrum (pds) PAej(J)
to the different bin pds px. (ej(J), which tells us how the partitioning influences the possibility
of decorrelating the input signal by normalizing the input pds.

For the transformation to the frequency-domain we use the Wiener-Khintchine relation (see
appendix A) :

00

Px(ej(J) = L px[r]e-j(JT
T=-oo

(4.18)

which gives the relation between the continous power density spectrum (pds) of x[m] which is
periodic with 0 = 211" and the discrete autocorrelation function px[r] ofthe discrete signal x[m].
In the case of a bin I of the PFDAF, we can use (4.18) to define the Fouriertransformation-pair

which can be found as the Fouriertransform

00 00

PXl(ej(J) = L pXl[r]e-j(JT = L (px[r] *wfK[rDe-j(JT
T=-oo T=-oo

00 00

= L L px[r - i]wfK[i]e-j(JT
T=-ooi=-oo

00 00

= L px.[r - i]e-j(J(T-i) L wfK[i]e- j9i

T=-oo i=-oo

= Px(ej(J)Wik(ej(J) (4.19)

which shows that a convolution in the time-domain equals a multiplication in the frequency
domain and vice versa.
By defining (4.19) we described the bin-psd as a multiplication of the input psd and the Fouri
ertransform of the triangular windowing function wfK[r]. This last function has the form:

00

Wik(ej(J) = L wfK[r]e-j(JT
T=-oo

(4.20)
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In its most simple form, J( = 1 and bin I = 0, Wlk( ejO ) is the transform of a discrete,
real triangle as given in figure 404.
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The fouriertransform of this windowfunction is calculated below. In this calculation we use a
rectangular windowfunction wbN[r] which is defined as :

for 0 :S r :S N - 1
for all other r

(4.21)

00 00

Wo1 (eiO ) = E wotlr]e- iOT = E (wbN[r] *wbN[r])e-iOT

T=-oo T=-oo

=

=

= (4.22)
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The transform of the discrete time function wfK can be described as (4.22), periodic with
o = 271". Increasing the partitionfactor K gives the effect of decreasing the samplefrequency
which, in our case, can be seen as fa = f? The result of this is that Wlk(eill ) becomes
periodic with 0 = ¥ and is going to be multiplied with f? Figure 4.5 shows the effect of de
creasing J( by giving Wlk(eill ) for N =8 and different values of K on the interval 0 ~ 0 ~ 2r..
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Finally we can take a look at the effect of the binnumber l. As can be seen in (4.10), we
multiply with ej 1N'T1 for T =nK in the discrete time-domain which leads to a shift over () =~ I
in the frequency-domain. An example of this effect is shown in figure 4.6 for K = 1 and N = 8.
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Fig.4.6 IWik(ej8 )1 for K = 1 and N = 8 operating on different bins I

As result we see in figure 4.6 the windowing function operating on the input pds for different
bins of the FDAF structure (l( = 1). In fact we see for every bin a bandpassfilter with a
bandwith equivalent with N, operating on the input pds. As expected we see in here the
work of the M -point DFT which splits the input spectrum into M subbands.
More interesting is to see what happens to the bin pds when we increase K. Combining the
'aliasing'-effect of increasing J( with the shift of I, shows us that in general the bin pds of a
bin I exists of K bandpassfilters operating on the input pds, spaced at equal distances () = ¥.
The result of the K-comb partitioning followed by aM-point DFT is that all the spectral
information of the input pds is equally spread over the decreasing number of bins. Every bin
pds exists of K subbands of the input pds spaced at distances () =if.
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Figure 4.7 shows the effect of Wlk(ei8 ) operating on different bins for different J( and
N = 8.

o.~

N=B k=1

······ ....l········....

·············i·

J.~ 2
_!,

2Or---.---=-N==",,8K===2---,.---.

2
8--"2.--_.---'-'N:::=8"KO>.:=:!!.8----,,----.

°oL------:-'---....L...----'---------I
o~ I~ 2

FigA.7 IWlk(ei8)1 operating on different bins for different K and N = 8

Like we have seen in the discrete time-domain, the description given with (4.19) is based on
pXI[rj. We assumed the transform of the 'complete' w1K[rj for -00 ~ r ~ 00. For every bin
1 in the PFDAF we deal with pXI[rj and so the bin psd based on pXI[rj is given by :

00

Pxl (ei8 ) = L pxl [rje- i8T =PXI(ei8) ® WOK(ei8)
7=-00

(4.23)
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where, because of both functions are periodic, a periodic convolution takes place (see
appendix A). WOK(ei9 ) represents the Fouriertransform of the rectangular window wOK[r]
(4.13) which, like in (4.22), can be calculated as :

00 K-l

WOK(ei9 ) = L: W o K[r]e- i97" = L: e-i97" =
7"=-00 7"=-(K-1)

sin(~(2I( - 1))

sin(~)

In section 4.4, a summary of all derivated transformations which describe the comb PFDAF
structure, is given.
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4.3.2 The block PFDAF

In equivalence with (4.18) and (4.19) we can define for the block PFDAF :
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(4.24)

in which Wl~(ei8 ) (4.14) stands for the Fouriertransform of the windowfunction wYM[r]. The
basic transform for 1 = 0 can be calculated in the same way as we did in (4.22), as :

(4.25)

which illustrates the bandpasscharacter of aM-point DFT. For every bin we find such a func
tion, lying at a frequency (J = ,*1. The bandwith of this function increases with decreasing
M and thus with increasing]C Figure 4.8 shows WIM(e j8 ) for different J( and bin 1 = O.

N=8 K=I N=8 K=2

60 ~ .

O~ l~ 2-.
2Or--_..--..!.:N:::::=8'..-'K:>::=4::....-~_-,

l' !- ~ , ,

10 !- +.... ,

,I- ~ ; ,

O~

-.;.

l' !- ~... ~ : ,

10 !- , ; , ,

,1-.... , ; -1

O~

II '8
FigA.8 IWIM(e] ) I for different K, 1=0 and N =8

For ]{ = 1 (FDAF) we see N subbands of the input pds with bandwith == N , one for every
bin pds. ForJ( =N we get just one bin covering the whole input pds. Intermediate values
of K give M subbands of the input pds with a bandwith == M.
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At last we use in every bin (Ii - 1) delay elements of MT seconds to perform the N -point
convolution. Looking at such a binvector X,[m], which can be defined as :

(

X,[m] )
X,[m - M]

X,[m - (~i - l)M]

(4.26)

, we can define the binvector pds according to appendix A and (4.17) as :

(4.27)

which describes the periodic convolution between the bin pds PX, (e ifJ , given by (4.25), and
the transform WcM(e ifJ ) of wcM[r].
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4.4 Summary of the PFDAF transformations

discrete time

domain
frequency

domain

a 0

o 0

0-0..........--00 4/ (~ II)

P.l't] 0--0 P. (~ II)

Fig.4.9 Summary of comb PFDAF transformations
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discrete time

domain

frequency
domain

Pr/'tJ 0-0---.-__0 Pz. (e it)

o 0

o 0

0-0----:-__0 ~ (e it)

~,ftJ

Fig.4.10 Summary of block PFDAF transformations
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4.5 The eigenvalues of the bincorrelationmatrix RXI
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Now we have a model for the correlation effects in time- and frequency-domain in both the
PFDAF schemes, our next interest is the relationship with eigenvaluedistribution of the bin
autocorrelationmatrix Rx/.
In chapter 1 we have seen that the convergence of the average differencechannel is dominated
by the eigenvalues of the J(xl{ matrix Rxl' which equals:

Rx, = E(XJ[m]X;[m))

Especially the egenvalueratio ~:~: is often used as a measure for the convergence. The ma
trix Rx/ is a so called Toeplitz matrix, filled with the values of PX,[T] for different values OfT:

(

px,[O]

Rx, = px~[l]

Px,[l( - 1]

px,[J( - 1] 1
px,[J(-2]

px/[O]

(4.28)

To find the J( eigenvalues Ai of RXI we can use the theorem of Szego ([12]). The constraint
we have to meet in order to use this theorem is given by :

J( > 2Lx + 1

where Lx gives the length of px, [T] which equals the number of elements which are significant
larger then px/[O]. When we meet this constraint, the K eigenvalues Ai of Rx, can be
calculated as the the Fouriertransform of px/ [T], which in this case, is similar to Px,(eiB ).
For small K we can't use the theorem. Calculation of the eigenvalues is now only possible by
solving the eigenvalue problem by hand or with the computer.
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4.5.1 Eigenvalues at the comb PFDAF

According to the earlier found expression (4.12), Rx, is filled with elements of PX,[T] which
is build up out of the first J( elements of px,. The length Lx of PX,[T] is to write as :

Lx = (N - 1) +Lx

where Lx is the length of Px[T], given by the number of values that are significant larger then
Px[O]. It tells us that we can expect Rx, to be a full matrix with the consequence of a large
eigenvaluespread. Taking a close look at PX/[T] shows us that Rx, always has maximal values
at the main diagonal and at the edge diagonals. In between, the diagonal values depends on
J( and Lx. Figure 4.11 shows the relation between Rx, and Px[T] according to the convolution
(4.11).

H '-ttl

-N

""".,'(, ,,"
\, """""""""

"

"""fi-rrl ,,"

""""""""

FigA.11 Elements of Rx, for J( < Lx and J( > Lx

When choosing J( < Lx, RXI will be full while choosing J( > Lx small values will occur. In
general Rx, will be a full matrix with a corresponding large eigenvalueratio because we are
not able to find a J( > 1 which results in a diagonal matrix. Chapter 7 shows some examples
of this.
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4.5.2 Eigenvalues at the block PFDAF

When dealing with block partition PFDAF, Rx/ is filled with elements of px,[r] given by
(4.16). The length of PXI equals:

Lx =(M - 1) + Lx

which can be smaller then when we use comb-partition. Besides this, pXI[r] is formed out of
px,[r] by taking only elements for r = iM with i = O..(K - 1). For this reason we expect
PXI[r] to decrease fast. Figure 12 shows how the elements of RXI are taken out of px,[r].

,,,,,
11\-1" ,

\,',,,,,,,,,,,,
-M 011

~

FigA.12 px/[r] and the elements of Rx/

In figure 4.12 we can see for every K the main diagonal of Rx, #- O. The value of the other
diagonal elements depends on both Lx and J(. For Lx =0 we have have for every K only
main diagonal elements. When dealing with Lx > 0, the choise of K is dominant. As shown
in figure 4.12, we can choose J( optimal, what means the largest K with the smallest amount
of significant diagonal elements. Looking at 4.12 we see for this optimal K we have to optimize

2M > M - 1 +Lx and: Lx > 0
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which leads to an optimal J( if we meet:
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2M =M+L z
N

K opt = Lx (4.29)

In situations we deal with Lz = 00 we have to estimate a significant Lz .

At last, the next tabular gives an overview of all possible situations.

Lx K Rx, K~Pt

0 l~J(~N diagonal N
>0 1 diagonal 1

1 < K ~ N/Lx tridiagonal N/Lz
K > N/Lx >tridiagonal -



Chapter 5

The PFDAF schemes modelled as
FFT structures

The previous chapter presented a model of the effect of partitioning on correlation
in the discrete time- and frequency-domain. The effects in the frequency-domain
can also be presented by treating the PFDAF as a 'incomplete' FFT structures.
Looking at the way we splitted the convolution into several smaller comb- or block
convolutions, we see a similarity between the partition methods and two FFT al
gorithms. This chapter shows how they are related.

5.1 The comb PFDAF

Like we have seen in chapter 2, the comb PFDAF structure uses a comb-partitioning of the
inputsignal to shorten the DFT length M and to decouple it from the filter length N.

fig.5.l Schematic structure of the comb-PFDAF

55
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When looking at the way we splitted the N-point convolution into K comb parts, shown in
chapter 2, we can see this basic idea is similar to the way we split aN-point DFT into several
smaller ones with the, so called, decimation-in-time (DIT) FFT algorithm which is known as
an algorithm to optimize the calculation of a DFT (see [7] chapter 6).

5.1.1 The decimation-in-time FFT algorithm

Starting with a full N -point DFT algorithm we split the input sequence ~ in an odd and an
even part (decimation-in-time), so we can write for the DFT output of bin 1 :

N-l ~-l ~-l

Xl L Xie-i1Nil = L X2re-i~2rl + L X2r+l e - i1N (2r+l)1

i=O r=O r=O

~-l ~-l

= L X2r(e-i~rl +e-i~l L X2r+l(e-j~ rl

r=O r=O

where Xl,e and Xl,o are respectivitely the If DFT's of ~e and ~o'

This expression tells us that aN-point DFT can be realized with two ~ -point DFT's followed
by a cross-multiplying network, known as butterfly.

•101

g--
OFT

.17�o--L__--.J1-4------:;t

fig.5.2 AN-point DFT realized with two N /2-point DFT's and a butterfly stage for N = 8
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. 2" bIn the figures we use: wg =e-Jo .
Repeating this can be done untill we have only 2-point DFT's and butterflies left. At last, a
2-point DFT can be realized with a very simple butterfly shown in figure 5.3 1•

II(O)~------p

.(4)CJlO-----o-:::.o
w2 = W~I2=-1

fig.5.3 A 2-point DFT realized as a butterfly

As an example, figure 5.4 shows a 8-point DFT realized as a DIT FFT.

II(O) X(O)

1I(4)

II(Zl

1I(6l

II (1 l

II(Sl

IIC3l

1I(7) X(7)w· w: w~N

fig.5.4 A 8-point DFT realized as a DIT FFT.

1The figures 2,3,4 and 9 of this chapter are taken from [7]
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5.1.2 The comb PFDAF as incomplete DIT FFT

Usage of the DIT FFT algorithm results in reduction of complexity (see chapter 6) compared
to the conventional DFT algorithm. In the case of a time sequence as input for the DFT (like
in a PFDAF) we can reduce even more complexity by using the fact that the output of some
stages at moment m can be used at a later moment. An example of this redundancy can be
seen in fig.5.2. The output Xl,o at moment m is the same as Xl,e at moment (m - 1) because
of the fact that ~e has become ~o'

As a result of this we can remove the 'odd' DFT and replace its output by the Xl,e[m - 1J.
Taking this reduction into account we now can compare the structure of the comb PFDAF
with an DIT FFT structure, both for N = 8 and Ii = 1,2,4.

K=I

OiT FfT COM6 PFOAF

~<

TrnITrT
~I~l" x.

2., ~.
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This N = 8 example can be generalized for an arbitrary, power of two, N and shows that
the comb PFDAF is a DIT structure except for the last butterfly stages which has been left
out. These last stages are a part of the FFT so if we add them to the comb PFDAF we
restore the original N -point FDAF in just another way.
The result of leaving out the last butterfly stages is shown in chapter 4. The output of a DFT
with comb partitioned input is a frequency multiplexed bin signal. In every bin pds we find
!( subbands of the original N FDAF bin pds. Another way to see the result of leaving out
the last butterflies is by modelling a DFT as a filterbank ([10] and [15]).

5.1.3 The DIT FFT as a filterbank

Looking at its spectral behavior, we can model aN-point DFT as a filterbank. A set of N
bandpassfilters with inputsigal x[m] generates N bins of the input pds like shown in figure 5.5.

BPF

t.

(.,

x,

BPF --------

XI. X••,

I
B: ii

9. • !.!!' I,- N '\.

Fig.5.5 The DFT modelled as a filterbank

Each bandfilter has a bandwith which increase with decreasing N and the transmission equals
(4.22). The centerfrequency of each bandfilter is given by Dc =~l. The most simple filterbank
is formed by a 2-point DFT which can be realized with the butterfly of figure 5.3. The spectral
behavior of such a butterfly is shown in figure 5.6.
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Fig.5.6 Filterfunction of a 2-point DFT

When splitting aN-point DFT into smaller ones using a comb-partitioning of the input we
have seen in chapter 4 we get with increasing K a summation of original bins which leads to
a frequency 'multiplexed' bincomponent X,.
The input of the DFT filter bank is the comb partitioned input ~c[m] which exists of the odd
and even inputs ~o[m] and ~e[m] which are alternating. Both are formed by downsampling
x[m] and X[m - 1] with a factor K.
This combination of downsampling and alternating leads to a kind of spectral aliasing. Infor
mation of higer subbands is folded back into the lowest subbands. In this way, the spectral
information of K subbands is added into one subband. To 'fold' the information back into
their original bins, log2 K butterfly stages are needed, resulting in the N original bins of the
N-point DFT. By treating X/[m] as a timesequence and use it as input for a 2-point DFT
(butterfly), each butterfly stage can fold two subbands back to their original bins. For K = 2,
a schematic interpretation of the DIT FFT filterbank is given in figure 5.7.
The FFT filterbank interpretation of figure 5.7 is not quite usefull to make a physical model
of the complete comb PFDAF. The translation of the partitioning effect into physical 'ele
ments' is not completely understand. The model, given in chapter 4, gives a mathematical
interpretation of the partitioning effect. The filterbank interpretation of figure 5.7 and the
mathematical model of chapter 4 can be used as a start for a physical PFDAF model in
further research.
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M-DFT

+
OU-,ys

l~o

BPF BPF -------- BPF

Fig.5.7 Schematic interpretation of a DIT FFT filterbank for K = 2
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5.2 The block PFDAF

As analagon of the comb PFDAF we treated the block PFDAF in chapter 2 as a convolution,
using a inputsequence which was splitted into blocks of length M. According to find the block
PFDAF structure of figure 5.8.

Fig.5.8 Block PFDAF structure

The idea of splitting the convolution into blocks leads, in the same way we have seen at
the comb PFDAF, to an FFT algorithm known as decimation-in-frequency (DIF) FFT ([7]
chapter 6). As we should see the DIF FFT leads to a reverse DIT FFT structure.

5.2.1 The decimation in frequency FFT algorithm

Starting with the expression for a bincomponent Xl of aN-point DFT, we split the input
into two blocks of length M = ~.
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=

These last expressions shows that we can split the N -point DFT into two ~-point DFT's and
a butterfly stage but just in reversed order as we have seen at the DIT algorithm. Figure 5.9
shows the structure.

~(Ol X (0)

~(tl N . X(21'2 - pclInt

~(21 OFT X(41

~(31 X(61

Wo
N

~(4) X (1)

w~
t:L - point~(S)
2

X(3l

W~
~(6)

OFT
XIS)

W~
)((7) X(7)

Fig.5.9 AN-point DFT splitted into two ~ DFT's according to the DIF algorithm

Generalizing this until we reached the 2-point DFT, we get a complete DIF FFT formed by
the reverse of figure 5.4.
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5.2.2 The block PFDAF as incomplete DIF FFT

As can be seen in the previous section, the DIF FFT algorithm gives a FFT structure in which
the butterfly stages are reversed with respect to the DIT FFT (section 5.2.1). Comparing the
DIF FFT structures to the block PFDAF structures can be done with the example for N = 8
and K = 2 as given below.

X f 'XI, 0/: X'i :rJ ~, )/, ::t' ..
:l, :lea x, ::r ..

4DFf

X.' '/~ X' x' Xl
, \ x:I .~ I x., Xz

k, t~' X~ X~ y.~ ~~ ~~ Xl,
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Starting with the DIF FFT structure, we remove the butterfly stage, just as we did at
the comb PFDAF. The remaining structure of two 4-point DFT structures can be replaced
by one 4-point DFT and four delay elements of MT seconds because of:

This last structure is known to us as the block PFDAF structure.

5.2.3 The block PFDAF as a filterbank

Comparing the structures for block PFDAF and DIF FFT in the previous section, shows us
the block PFDAF structure can be modelled as a DIF FFT with the butterfly stages left out.
The same we did at the comb PFDAF with the major difference that the butterfly stages are
before the DFT instead of after, like at the comb PFDAF. The result ofthis is we just created
a 'common' M-point DFT from which we already know it can be modelled as an M-point
DFT filterbank, figure 5.5, of which the bandfilter bandwith increases with decreasing M
([10], [15]).
The centerfrequency of the bandfilters now equals 8e = iT/.

BPF SfF 6PF 8PF

8:M

t .. M-l

x: I X'X, l
I

'/.r

Fig.5.10 Schematic interpretation of the block PFDAF as filterbank.



Chapter 6

Some complexity figures for
PFDAF

Troughout the whole analysis of both the PFDAF schemes, complexity, both in
hardware and updatealgorithm, plays a major role. This chapter gives some com
plexity figures of the given PFDAF schemes so we can compare them to each other
and to other adaptive filter structures in terms of complexity.

To get some idea of complexity needed for the PFDAF (hardware or software, depending on
the a,pplication), this chapter tries to give some figures for both the comb-partitioned and
block-partitioned FDAF. Besides this, for reason of comparison, some figures for a PFDAF
with block-partitioning in the updatealgorithm instead of the DFT.

6.1 A definition of complexity

To define the complexity of some algorithms or structures we can use the number of math
ematical operations needed to produce an output sample for a given set of input variables.
In our case we took the number of complex summations/subtractions, multiplications and
divisions as function of N or M. A complex multiplication and a complex summation can be
recalculated into real multiplications and real summations as follows ([14]) :

• 1 complex multiplication = 4 real multiplications + 4 real summations.

• 1 complex summation = 2 real summations.

Besides this we took also the number of delays needed for the filterstructure.

66
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We have to be very carefull with this figures. The complexity fully depends on the reali
sation. Two major ways of realisation can be of interest:

1. DSP implementation:

• complex x require more instructions then real x (see above).

• delays requires only some memory, the amount of delay-time isn't important.

2. Hardware realisation :

• all physical signals in the filter are 'real' so no different x complexity.

• delay and timing can form a major problem in terms of area.

Division is a composit operation, the reason we fulfill with the number of complex divisions
is that there are various ways of realizing a division. For a multiplication we can strictly
say that we can see it as a multiple summation. Only just a few remarks are made here
on which we can judge the 'complexity' of a realisation. So the meaning of this chapter is
just to give some figures about the given filterstructures in terms of the given mathematical
operations and the number of the required delay elements. Conclusions in terms of low or
high complexity can only be made by combining these figures with the desired realisation.
At last, a fair compare is only possible when we compare structures with a same convergence
behavior.

6.2 Complexity of a DFT

When realizing the straight N -point DFT algorithm, the number of complex summations and
complex multiplications equals (N - 1)2 which follows directly from the algorithm.

(6.1)

For every binoutput Xl we need (N - 1) multiplications and N summations, with exception
of bin 0, where we need only N summations. Leaving these exception behind, we need for N
bins (N - 1)2 complex multiplications and N2 complex summations.
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6.2.1 Complexity of the FFT algorithms

The arithmetic of the DFT algorithm (6.1) can be optimized by making use of decimation-in
time or decimation-in-frequency FFT algorithms as shown in chapter 5. Because of the fact
these FFT algorithms are each others reverse, their complexity is the same.
Realisation of an N -point DFT with a radix-2 1 FFT scheme build up around butterflies,
creates a structure with log2 N stages (see fig.5A). Each of them with N complex multi
plications and summations. As grand total we find for aN-point FFT algorithm N log2 N
complex multiplications and summations. With respect to the direct DFT arithmetic a major
reduction in the number of calculations which is clear to see in the next tabular.

x + delay T
complex real complex real complex real

DFT(N) (N - 1)2 - N2 - - - -
FFT(N) Nlog2N - Nlog2N - - - -

6.3 Complexity of the NLMS algorithm

The next 'element' of the PFDAF which brings in complexity is the NLMS updatealgorithm
as introduced in chapter 1. For the update of one complex coefficient Wli[m] of the PFDAF
(with comb- or block partition), the algorithm has the form:

where we use a first order estimator ftx,[m] for Px, :

A straightforward arithmetic of this is given in figure 6.1 using functional blocks.

1 For the radix-2 FFT we suppose N to be a power of 2.
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'.A."-----'- 2 a

.............. -t

WJ....Jj:

Fig.6.1 Functional arithmetic of the NLMS update algorithm including

the bin power estimation for one PFDAF coefficient.

Counting the arithmetic operations of figure 6.1, we find for
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the estimator :

• 1 complex x
• 2 real x
• 1 real +
• 1 delay T

the update:

• 2 real x
• 1 complex +
• 1 complex +
• 1 delay T

where we suppose the 'conjugate' operation to be neglectable with respect to the others
because its only a turning of the imaginary part-sign.
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In both the PFDAF schemes, comb- and block-partition, we update all N filtercoefficients
but estimate the power only for the M bins. So we find a total amount for the PFDAF
schemes:

x + . delay T
complex real complex real complex real

update - 2N N - N - N
estimator M 2M - M - - M

total M 2(M +N) N M N - M+N

6.4 Complexity of the PFDAF schemes

The main elements of the PFDAF has now been descripted. To get a complete PFDAF we
just need:

• a comb-partition block (only for the comb PFDAF).

• an input buffer.

• a N-point convolution block.

About the comb-partition block we can say it costs no extra complexity because there's no
arithmetic action taken place, only a selecting one. The input buffer, to form a block ~[m] of
input samples, costs for the block PFDAF (M - 1) delays T, the other two schemes require
(N - 1) delays T.
To form aN-point convolution, we see for every PFDAF scheme a different amount of com
plexity. For all schemes we need to multiply the N coefficients W,ilm] with the corresponding
bincomponent Xli[m] which gives a total of N complex summations and multiplications. Be
sides this we need for the comb-PFDAF (N - M) delays T, the block PFDAF requires also
(N - M) delays but each of them over MT seconds, what gives a total of M(N - M) delays
T. When we realize the block PFDAF as a FDAF with the block partitioning at the updateal
gorithm instead of the DFT (APFDAF), we need no delay at all.

Taking every into account we now are able to produce a overview of artithmetic complexity
for all three PFDAF schemes, the comb- and block-PFDAF as well as the APFDAF. For
every scheme a DFT and a FFT realisation is given. The given values are valid for every J(.
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x + . delay T
complex real complex real complex real

A-PFDAF(DFT) (N - 1)2+ 2(M + N) N2+2N M N - 2N + M-1
N+M

(FFT) Nlog2N+ 2(M + N) Nlog2N + 2N M N - 2N + M-1
N+M

B-PFDAF(DFT) (M - 1)2+ 2(M + N) M2+2N M N - N+2M+
N+M M(N - M) -]

(FFT) Mlog2 M+ 2(M + N) Mlog2M + 2N M N - N+2M+
N+M M(N - M) -]

C-PFDAF(DFT) (M - 1)2+ 2(M + N) M2+2N M N - 3N -1
N+M

(FFT) Mlog2M+ 2(M + N) Mlog2M + 2N M N - 3N -1
N+M

At last some remarks we can make about PFDAF-complexity in general:

• a FFT is symmetric around bin I = r; +1 so we can cutdown complexity by calculating
only the first r; + 1 bins .

• choosing 0' as a power of 2, means the multiplication in the update changes to a shift,
which reduces the complexity of the update.



Chapter 7

The effect of pa~titioningon the
convergence

In the previous chapters we presented two PFDAF schemes, both using a different
partition method, and an analysis of the correlation effects in time- and frequency
domain. This chapter will use these analysis to show the influence of the partition
method on the convergence behavior of the PFDAF by taking a closer look at the
normalisation (decorrelation) of the input pds.

7.1 Decorrelation versus partition

In chapter 1 we showed the benefit of a FDAF is based on the fact that decorrelation of the
inputsignal x[m] in the frequency domain can be reached by normalisation of the pds Px ( ei8 )
of the inputsignal. Decorrelation of the inputsignal, as we have seen, makes the convergence
of the filter become independent of the statistical properties of the inputsignal.
In the FDAF we see every bin pds is a subband of the input pds. Normalisation takes place
by dividing the bin pds by an estimate of the binpower. In the time domain this action equals
the diagonalisation of the binautocorrelationmatrix Rx/. A diagonal matrix equals a flat pds.
The analysis of the partition method in chapters 4 and 5 showed that adding a partitioning
of the inputsignal to a FDAF influences the shape of the bin pds and thus the diagonality of
the bin autocorrelationmatrix. In this way the method of partioning influences the possibility
to decorrelate the input signal and thus the convergence properties of the filter.

7.1.1 Decorrelation at the comb PFDAF

According to the results of the analysis of chapter 4, we found for the pds px/(ei8 ) of bin I the
expression given by (4.19). The bin pds exists, due to the influence of the comb partitioning,
of J( subbands of he input pds spaced at distances t::.8 = 1f.
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Fig.7.1 A typical bin pds when using K-comb partitioning

Due to the spacing of the subbands, the ratio P max / Pmin whitin the bin pds can become
almost immediately maximal when dealing with a pds as given in figure 7.1. In these cases,
the power ratio between two, or more, spaced subbands can become almost immediately max
imal.
Normalisation can't bring any change into this ratio because we divide the whole bin pds by
the binpower estimate, which now has become a kind of average over the K subbands. Figure
7.2 shows this effect.
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The result of this is that we are not able to decorrelate the input signal sufficiently. Due
to the comb partitioning we can get almost immediately for smaIl J( > 1 the same PmarlPmin
ratio in the bin pds as we have in the input pds. The convergence behavior of such a PFDAF
will not be significant better then a TDAF.
Talking in terms of correlation, the comb partitioning can cause for J( > 1 a rapid increase of
the eigenvalueratio AmariAmin of Rx" caused by increase of the values on the subdiagonals
of Rx,. In situations as given in figure 7.1 we can express the influence of the comb parti
tion on the decorrelation in the way of figure 7.3. Take notice of the fact that this curve is
a styled one, only to illustrate the effect. The real curve depends on the type of inputsig
nal, the filterlength and which bin is involved. Examples of these curves are given in chapter 8.
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t ----------------------- nw
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Fig.7.3 Typical.em.= and~ curve when using comb partition
J-l'min .Amin

7.1.2 Decorrelation at the block PFDAF

When using block partitioning at the input, the effect at the bin pds and bin autocorrelation
matrix is quite different then when using comb partitioning. The bin pds when using a block
partitioning is given by (4.25) and shown in figure 7.4.
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Fig.7.4 Typical bin pds when using block partitioning

The major difference is in this case we are dealing with only one subband of the input pds
instead of K at the comb partitioning. Increase of K has only influence on the bandwith of
the subband not on the number. In this case it is like we add K neighbour subbands together
in one bin instead of K spaced subbands.
For the decorrelation of the input pds it is a major advantage. Because of the fact that we
take K neighbour subbands together, the overall Pmax/Pmin ratio will increase proportional
with K. In situations like figure 7.4 it means that we are able to normalize the bin pds over
a larger number of K values then when using comb partitioning. Figure 7.5 shows the proces
of normalisation at the block PFDAF.
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Fig.7.5 Effect of the block partition at the normalisation of the input pds
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In terms of the correlationmatrix Rx, it means that this matrix changes from a diagonal
to a full matrix more proportional with ]{ then we saw at the comb partition. Due to this
property of the block parition method we can estimate an optimal DFT length Mopt for a
given inputsignal (see chapter 4). The corresponding J(opt (4.30) is the maximal value of ]{
for which we still see no significant loss of convergence. Figures 7.6 and 7.7 both give a visual
interpretation of this. Figure 7.6 shows the styled curve of the increase of P max / Pmin and
>'max / >'min as a function of ](.
Figure 7.7 gives the spectral interpretation ofthe optimal DFT length Mopt corresponding to
K opt ' Mopt gives the maximum bandwith of a subband of the input pds, for which we see no
significant value of P max / Pmin whitin the subband. For a fair estimation we have to choose

Mopt in the 'worst' part of the pds where the slope is maximal and thus dPzjt1
) = minimal.

TOAF

Ii - ~

Fig.7.6 Typical~ and 4..m= curve when using block partition
Ymin Amin
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Fig.7.7 Optimal DFT length M opt according to K opt for the block PFDAF
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7.2 Relation between partition and echopath

When using the PFDAF in an echo canceller, we can relate the filtercoefficients Wdm] with
the coefficients hi of the echopath impulseresponse which in this case is supposed to be finite
(FIR).
In general the coefficients wi[m] should adapt towards hi until the optimum Wiener solution
(chapter 1) is reached. In this case the quadratic error E((e[m]-e[m])2) has become minimal
and:

w[m] = 1l => W[m] = H

elm] =

where Wand H stand for the transformed coefficient- and impulseresponsevector according
to:

W[m] = (p- 1w[m]f

H = (p- 11lf

where P = Fouriermatrix with coefficients Pkl = e-i 2p-kl

By introducing partitioning into the FDAF, the relationship between the filtercoefficients and
the echopath impulseresponse become dependant of the partitioning method.

7.2.1 Comb partitioning and echopath

Looking at the convolution which takes place in the comb PFDAF we can write for the out
putsignals of both the PFDAF and the echopath :

elm] E x[m - i]wdm] + E x[m - i]wdm] + ... + E x[m - i]wi[m]
i=comb 1 i=comb 2 i=comb K
K

E X comb I' [ml..l£comb p[m]
1'=1

E x[m - i]hi + E x[m - i]hi + ... + E x[m - i]hi
i=comb 1 i=comb 2 i=comb K
K

E X comb p[m]Hcomb I'

1'=1
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which means that the J( coefficients WI[m] of bin 1 will adapt from 0 towards K elements
of H which are spaced at distance () = ¥ . In this case we have M combs and each comb
contains J( coefficients. The coefficients of each bin are spread over the whole spectrum
o ~ () ~ 211'. Figure 7.8 shows the relation between the coefficients of the PFDAF and the
echopath.
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Fig.7.8 Spectral relation between Wi[m] and Hi when using comb partitioning

7.2.2 Block partitioning and echopath

In the case of block partitioning we split the convolution into K blocks of M points. For both
the outputsignals this means:

elm] E x[m - i]wi[m] + E x[m - i]wi[m] +... + E x[m - i]wdm]
i=block 1 i=block 2 i=block K
K

E X block 1'[m]Wblock 1'[m]
1'=1

E x[m - i]hi + E x[m - i]hi +... + E x[m - i]hi
i=block 1 i=block 2 i=block K
K

E X block l' [m]licomb l'

1'=1
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Each bincoefficient Wdm] now moves in the frequency domain from 0 to HI in blocks. All
J( bincoefficients belong to the same block and together they form one of the M subbands.
Figure 7.9 shows how the bincoefficients are related to the echopathcoefficients in the fre
quency domain.
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Fig.7.9 Spectral relation between Wdm] and Hi when using block partitioning



Chapter 8

Some PFDAF simulation results

As an illustration of the given theoretical descriptions of the presented PFDAF
schemes, this chapter gives the results of some simulation sessions, for a chosen
PFDAF echo-canceller. Both block and comb PFDAF are simulated as a function
of K for 3 different types of echopath.

8.1 The simulation example PFDAF

To show some application of the presented theory, some simulationresults are presented for
both comb and block PFDAF echocancellers (see chapter 1). To carry out the simulations we
used a PFDAF simulationmodel written in MATLAB ([16]). The chosen signalmodel is an
example just to show some aspects of the given theory. The given results can't be generalized
for every input and every echopathresponse, but try to show a kind of 'general' behavior for
both PFDAF.
As filterlength we choose N = 32. The output of the simulationmodel is a plot showing
10 loglO 6 as a function of the number of samples m, as descripted in chapter 1. The parti
tionfactor K is used as parameter. K is chosen as a power of 2, from 1 to 32.
As reference for comparing the convergence behavior of the PFDAF at the chosen circum
stances, the convergence plot of a filter with random white noise is been taken. The reason
for this is the fact that the convergence behavior for any PFDAF with random white noise
input is the same due to the uncorrelated character of the random white noise (see chapter
1).
The random white noise inputsignal n[m] meets:

E(n[m]) = 0 and (8.1 )

To assure convergence of 15[m] we have to choose a according to (1.5) in the region
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Choosing 0: = 12~0 garantees convergence for all the used echopath and signalmodels.
At last we can calculate the final misadjustment "6 and the speed of convergence ')'20 for the
white noise reference plot, according to (1.3) and (1.4) :

')'20

= 10IogI0(No:) = 10loglO C~~O) = -15.7

= 1.15 = 1.15 * 1200 = 1380 samples m
0:

dB

n[m]

8.1.1 The input signal

As input signal for all simulation sessions, a first order autoregressive signalmodel (AR(l)) is
used. The AR(l) signal can be generated with the model of figure 8.1 with a random input
with properties given by (8.1).

x[m]
---~+)-----------.---

Fig.8.1 AR(l) signal model

and can be described with:

x[m] = n[m] +ax[m - 1]

For use in the simulations a = 0.82 is chosen. The pds Px ( ei6 ) of this AR(l) model has a
relative sharp peak at (J = 0, due to the pole at z = O. The autocorrelationfunction px[r]
of the AR(l) model is infinit due to the feedback of x[m]. Both functions are shown in the
figures 8.2 and 8.3 ([1]).
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(72

= E(x[m]x[m - T]) = a l1"l_n_
1- a2

00 . (72

= L P [T]e-JII1" - n
1"=-00 :r; - 1 +a2 - 2a cos(8)
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Fig.8.2 P:r;(eill ) for AR(I) and a=O.82
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Fig.8.3 px[r] for AR(I) and a=O.82

Choosing a=O.82 causes the &= ratio of the input psd to be ([1]) :
JJmin

Pmax = (1 + a)2 = (1.82)2 = 102.2
Pmin (1 - a)2 (0.18)2

For sufficient large N, the ratio i:~: equals ~:~: ([1]).
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8.1.2 The bincorrelation and binspeetrum for the simulated PFDAF

To get some idea of the influence of the partitioning on both the input pds and input au
tocorrelationfunction given by the transformations of chapter 4, the bin pds PX, (e jll ) and
the binautocorrelationfunction px,[r] are calculated. For both PFDAF with the given AR(I)
input, they are calculated for bin 1= 1, K = 4 and N = 32, according to (4.11), (4.15), (4.19)
and (4.25) and shown in figure 8.4.

1ll~------------
lO~----- _

60~ ./).. - ----.-- Px.~ (",'1.) _. .'t..4.&'_ :s.- .__ ..P....,.l.l:l. ."_.._.. '.._.,_ .., _...__....8.ULM._._

I \ !
lO~ -;- r·---- -.---. -. -- -- 1 ~~--.- .-- ;\-
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! / \ ! IH--- ---------- --. 'I: -I- 1
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Fig.8.4 bin pds px/(ejll ) and binautocorrelationfunction Px/ [r] for comb and block PFDAF

with AR(I) input for N = 32, K = 4 and 1= 1

Also according to chapter 4, we can calculate how the 1:~: and ~:~: ([1]) ratios change
as function of K for the given PFDAF echocanceller. In figure 8.5 and 8.6 this is done by
calculating the egenvalueratio for K = 1 to 32 for all bins 1 = 0 to 31 for comb and block
PFDAF. The result is a 3D plot which shows how the partitioning influences the possibility
of decorrelating the input signal by normalizing the input pds (see also figures 7.3 and 7.6).
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8.2 Simulation results

88

In general we want the convergence behavior of an adaptive filter to be independant of the
correlation of the input signal. According to this we want the filter to decorrelate the input
signal as much is possible. When doing this, we have to realize that a convergence behavior
which is independant of the input correllation, not always gives the best convergence in terms
of speed or minimal quadratic output error. Sometimes the echopathresponse and the input
pds has such a shape that the convergence behavior is better whitout decorrelating.
To show some examples of the influence of the echopathresponse H(ei8 ), the simulations are
carried out for three different echopathresponses, all modelled as FIR structures with length
N = 32 and a transitionband magnitude of 3.

1. All-pass echopath

2. High-pass echopath

3. Low-pass echopath

8.2.1 Simulations for an all-pass echopath

The first echopath response we consider is an all-pass response. This echopath has a flat
magnitude over the whole range (J = O..21r as is shown in figure 8.7. The phase response is
not taken into account for the analysis.

3.5 .----..---..---...---....---....----.---....,....----.--~-___,
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1.5 ,

.............•...............•...............................................................•.....,•.......................... -H

· .· .
; :
; ;· . .

!" •...••••-•.•••. ~ -..... ......•.; .•.•.•.. -•..•• ~. -.- ..•.•.•.•... ;. .. ......•.... ~ .•.-...•.••••••• i· ~........... ..

Fig.8.7 The all-pass echopath response H(ei8 ) and AR(l) input pds P:z:(ei8 )
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As stated in chapter 7, all coefficients Wi has to 'move' from 0 to 3, for each PFDAF in their
own way (see sedon 7.2). The convergence curves for both PFDAF are given in figures 8.8
and 8.9.

IO~ 'c-&
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P. 25
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Fig.8.8 Convergence curves for a comb PFDAF echo canceller with all·pass echopath.

N = 32 and AR(l) input .
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Fig.8.9 Convergence curves for a block PFDAF echo canceller with all-pass echopath.

N = 32 and AR(l) input.
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Due to the shape of the input pds, the coefficients in the 'middle' of the spectrum doesn't
get as much energy as the lower and higher coefficients. When the filter isn't able to decorre
late the input signal by smoothing the pds, these coefficients will converge very slow while the
edge coefficients will converge fast. According to the theory we see the convergence curves of
the comb PFDAF for K > 1 all converge in the same way. The comb PFDAF is for K > 1 not
able anymore to decorrelate the input signal. Due to the block partition, the convergence of
the block PFDAF becomes slowly worse. The block PFDAF is able to decorrelate the input
over a longer range of K values. The white reference curve gives the theoretical convergence
curve when we take the un correlated random signal (8.1) as input signal, according to section
8.1.

8.2.2 Simulations for a high-pass echopath response

These simulations use the high-pass FIR echopath response of figure 8.10. The resulting con
vergence curves are given in figures 8.11 and 8.12.
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Fig.8.lO The high-pass echopath response H(ei6 ) and AR(l) input pds P:z;(ei6 )
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Fig.8.11 Convergence curves for a comb PFDAF echo canceller with high-pass echopath.

N = 32 and AR(l) input.
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Fig.8.12 Convergence curves for a block PFDAF echo canceller with high-pass echopath.

N = 32 and AR(l) input.
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I

For the high-pass echopath and the AR(l) pds we see a matching for the regions 0 ~ (J ~

O.4:rr and 1.7:rr ~ (J ~ 2:rr. In these regions non-decorrelation leads to a very fast convergence
of the coefficients. The coefficients 1Vi doesn't have to adapt much because the coefficients
Hi are very small in this region. Besides this the energy of the input AR(l) signal is very
large in here. So when we are not able to decorrelate the input, the convergence curve will
decrease fast in the beginning but slows down after a while because the coefficients in the
echopath transition region will adapt very slowly due to the fact the pds is almost zero and
Hi =3. Even for complete decorrelation, the coefficients in the edge regions will converge fast
because of the fact in these regions Hi will still be zero with a normalized pds which equals
one.
Due to this we see for both PFDAF a very fast increase of convergence in the beginning.
After that, the comb PFDAF suffers from very slow adapting coefficients in the middle due
to the lack of decorrelation in this region. The block PFDAF is able to decorrelate better
then the comb PFDAF which abIes the coefficients in the middle region to adapt faster.

8.2.3 Simulations for a low-pass echopath

In these last simulations we use the echopathresponse of figure 8.13 which gives the conver
gence results of figures 8.14 and 8.15.
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Fig.8.13 The low-pass echopath response H(ei8 ) and AR(l) input pds Pr(ei8 )
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Fig.8.14 Convergence curves for a comb PFDAF echo canceller with low-pass echopath.

N = 32 and AR(I) input.
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Fig.8.15 Convergence curves for a block PFDAF echo canceller with low-pass echopath.

N = 32 and AR(I) input.
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With this configuration we deal with a echopath and input pds match almost completely.
Except for the regions 0.211" ~ 0 ~ j and 3; ~ 0 ~ 1.811" the pds has a similar shape as the
echopath. Because of this we have in this case a maximal advantage of the correlation of the
input signal. For the TDAF (](=32) we get a faster convergence then for the FDAF, where
the decorrelation is maximal. Overall we see a faster convergence if we not decorrelate the
inputsignal. Block PFDAF, in this case, has a slower convergence then comb PFDAF just
because the block PFDAF is able to decorrelate the input signal.
For both filters K = 2 shows faster convergence then K = 32 while we expect the TDAF to
converge at best. The reason for this is that for K = 2 just enough decorrelation of the pds
takes place that the pds lies above the echopathresponse. In this case, the filters at ]( = 2
has no slow convergence in the regions 0.211" ~ 0 ~ j and 3; ~ 0 ~ 1.811". For other values
of ]( the pds in this region is smaller then the echopath response, resulting in a slow(er)
convergence in this region. Figure 8.16 shows the decorrelated pds for several ](.
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Fig.8.16 Styled curves of the decorrelation proces for several K

8.3 Discussion

The given simulations show, due to the shape ofthe AR(l) pds, a better decorrelation behav
ior of the block PFDAF, according to the theory given in this thesis. This better decorrelation
behavior does not always garantuee better convergence, which can be seen in the simulation
for the low-pass echopath.
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When estimating an optimal J( for the block PFDAF in the given simulation circumstances,
(4.30) and figure 8.3 gives us :

L;r
fig.8.3

30:::::

J(opt = 32 ::::: 1
30

For the given input signal, a DFT length M = N = 32 should be just long enough to
decorrelate the input. In practice we see for the K = 1 simulations is working at the 'edge'.
Even for N = 32, no complete decorrelation can be obtained. For this reason it should be
better to choose N > 32. Then also the advantage of the PFDAF should be more clear. In
this case, for block PFDAF, we should be able to see the same convergence for certain J( > 1
as for K = 1. In our simulations we see a direct decrease of convergence for K > 1.
Due to practical limitations of the simulationmodel ([16]), simulations of PFDAF filters for
N > 32 where impossible. For this reason, PFDAF simulations or realisations based on DSP
(or by other means) can be very interesting for future research.
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Conclusions

Investigation of the influence of partitioning on the convergence behavior of the PFDAF leaves
the following conclusions:

• The way partitioning influences the FDAF is to describe in terms of changes in the
binautocorrelationfunction and the bin power density spectrum. This thesis gives a
mathematical model of these effects.

• Both block and comb PFDAF structures are to describe with DIT and DIF FFT filter
banks with the butterfly stages left out.

• Using comb partitioning, each bin pds exists of K subbands ofthe input pds at distances
e= }(. The bandwith of each subband is equivalent with liN.

• Using block partitioning, each bin pds exists ofone subband ofthe input with a bandwith
equivalent with M.

• Due to this, comb partition can become unable to decorrelate the input signal for relative
small values of K > 1. In these cases, block partition is able to decorrelate the input
signal for larger K values then when using comb partitioning.

• In these cases, block partitioning is a more preferable partitioning method then block
partitioning for realizing the PFDAF.

• In terms of arithmetic complexity, both partitioning methods are equal. The total
needed delay time is larger for block partition. Whether this is a drawback or not,
depends on the application.

• Block PFDAF can also be realized with a partitioned updatealgorithm instead of a par
titioned DFT. Both realisations have an equivalent convergence behavior. The update
block PFDAF requires more complexity.

• For block partitioning, an optimal partition factor K can be given when we are able to
estimate the length of the input autocorrelationfunction.
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Appendix A

1. Relationship between Px[T] and Px(e j6 )

x[m]
F

X[m]0 0

1 1
E(x[m]x[m - T]) E(x 2 [m])

1 1
Px[T]

F Px(ej6 )0 0

2. Fouriertransforms of a discrete time signal

99

XL...]

"jill!. '"
OIZ'4~6 ""

F
• 0

...
F

I' 0

• N

See [13] chapter 6, for more details about these transformations.
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